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A B S T R A C T  

The necessity of knowing the boundaries of the image is occupies the most important 

to researchers. With clear conrours, the doctor can easily diagnose the patient's 
condition. This is possible, but the challenge is whether we can do that for the medical 

image after it has been encrypted. The encryption algorithm used here is Rivest-Shamir-
Adleman (RSA) algorithm which uses two-key encryption, one of them is secret. In this 
work we introduce a new idea to extract the contours from the encrypted image after 
converting them to spectral domain methods using Lifting Wavelet, Walsh, and Periodic 
Haar Piecewise-Linear Transforms.  In the specrum image, the compression is done 
using zonal sampling method. To increase security, the Arnold transform will be applied 
to the encrypted image using privat keys. The contours extraction from the reconstructed 
medical image can performed using Canny edge detector. The comparison between 
those specral algorithms is performed in terms of energy retained, consumed time, 
compression ratio, and the contour points number which can be detected by the edge 
detector operator.  The experiments results show that by this algorithm, the high number 
of contour points can be easily detected from the transmitted encrypted medical image 
and is better using DCT transform for the same compression ratio. However the higher 
compression ratio using PHL transform is obtained and is exceeds to 88.5391%  with 
retained energy reached to 84.125%. 
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1 Introduction 

The field of cryptography now encompasses much more than secret communication, including 
message authentication, digital signatures, protocols for exchanging secret keys, authentication 
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protocols, electronic auctions and elections, and digital cash [1]. According to the type of keys 
used for encryption ( ke ), respectively for decryption ( kd ), the cryptosystems are symmetric 
(private key) or asymmetric (public key). It is hard to overestimate the importance of public 
key cryptosystems and their associated digital signature schemes in the modern world of 
computers and the Internet [2]. 
There is a process exist that are used for sending information in secret way. This process is 
known as cryptography [3]. This paper will highlight a new method that is developed for more 
security where image can be encrypted by using cryptography [4]. In the present paper, RSA 
(Rivest, Shamir, and Adleman) in 1978, are used for image encryption. 

2 Lifting Scheme of Wavelet Transform 

In this work, we present the medical image contours compression processor with configurable 
lossy compression based on by taking advantage of the integer-to-integer lifting wavelet 
transform (LWT) via Haar wavelet [5]. LWT is characterized by simplicity, on location 
processing, and filter similarity. It provides low computational process in compare with filter 
banks used in regular Discrete Wavelet Transform (DWT). LWT is applied by three major 
steps [5][6]: Split: Split step also called the lazy wavelet, where the signal is being separated 
into smaller subsets. Generally, coefficients are divided into odd and even samples. Predict: 
Even samples are used to predict the odd ones, pixel at odd position are predicted by its two 
neighbours at even positions, then the difference between the predicted value and real odd 
value is stored in the location of odd samples. Signal after prediction step is the details band. 
Update: However, due to the nonlinearity changing in image pixels, even samples interposed 
the odd ones cannot be taken directly as they need to be "Updated" with the differences 
computed in predict steps (2). Inverse of lifting scheme is performed by reversing the order 
and exchanging the sign of predict and update steps [6]. In addition, the lifting approaches 
need 50% less computation than wavelet transform based FIR filters, subsequently the 
memory requirements is reduced. Lifting scheme was adopted by JPEG 2000 due to these 
properties [7].   

3 Periodic Haar Piecewise-Linear (PHL) Transform 

The set of N Haar functions is defined by [9]: 
The set of periodic Haar piecewise linear functions are determined by: 
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where:  

,...,2,1=i  N-2;    ,...,2,1=k  ( N2log )-1;          m = 0,1,2,… 

k – index of group of PHL functions 

m – number of period. 

 

The normalization factor ( 12 +k ) is applied to normalize the maximum amplitude of the PHL 

functions. The set of PHL functions is linearly independent but not orthogonal. 

4 Discrete Cosine Transform (DCT) 

Discrete Cosine Transform converts the signal into its elementary frequency components. 
After applying DCT, most of the energy of a signal is concentrated into top left corner of an 
image. Due to this property, DCT is widely used in image compression.  
For most images, much of the signal energy lies at low frequencies; these appear in the upper 
left corner of the DCT. The lower right values represent higher frequencies, and are often 
small - small enough to be neglected with little visible distortion.  

5 Fast Walsh Transform (FWT) 

Walsh-Hadamard transform is powerful in a variety of applications in image and video coding, 
speech processing, data compression, communications [10, 11]. The fast Walsh-Hadamard 
transform algorithm generally applies to Hadamard matrices. The sequency ordering of the 
rows of the Walsh matrix can be derived from the ordering of the Hadamard matrix by first 
applying the bit-reversal permutation and then the Gray code permutation. The 2X2 
Hadamard matrix is defined as 𝐻"		is given in equation (3) 
 

																																																														𝐻" =
1 1
1 −1                                                               (3) 

 
The fast walsh-hadamard transform (FWHT) is utilized to obtain the local structure of the 
images. This basis function can be effectively used to obtain the digital numbers in the sense 
of coefficients [12] [13]. The implementation of FWHT readily reduces the time consumption 
for medical image registration when comparing the same with conventional WT technique for 
image registration. The simplicity of Walsh transform intrigued research efforts in 
cryptanalytic techniques for symmetric crypto-systems two decades ago [14]. 

6 RSA (Rivest-Shamir-Adleman) 

RSA is an asymmetric system, which means that a key pair will be generated, a public key and 
a private key, obviously you keep your private key secure and pass around the public one. The 
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algorithm was published in the 70’s by Ron Rivest, Adi Shamir, and Leonard Adleman (RSA). 
Strong security of multimedia data against attacks has been ever-increasing in order to protect 
confidentiality and integrity of sensitive data against attackers. RSA is one of the most popular 
and secure public key cryptosystems. It is normally considered as a strong asymmetric key 
cryptographic technique. The foundation of RSA's security relies upon the fact that 
determining the prime factors of a composite number is a hard process [15], [16]. The initial 
seed of RSA keys is the product of two prime numbers. Encoding and decoding keys have an 
exponential expressions and the cipher text size depending on the key size [15]. So, intricacy 
of breaking the algorithm is augments when size of prime numbers enlarges [17]. 
Many application areas used RSA including: secure data transmission browser security, the 
secure exchange of session keys on internet, internet banking, and credit card payments, smart 
cards, secure storage of secret keys [16], [17]. 

7 The Proposed Algorithm 

The programming for simulation was done using Matlab R2016. At the beginning the forward 
fast Walsh transform / discrete cosine transform is applied to the input image. Then the zonal 
sampling selection shapes depends on the low- and high-pass filters is performed. The 
flowchart of the analysed algorithm is shown in Fig. 1. 
                                

 
Figure 1: General scheme for contour extraction from image encryption/decryption 
 

8 Applied Measures 
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Where X(i,j) is the spectral coefficients, and n and m is the number of rows and columns 
respectively. 

• Compression Ratio:              𝐶𝑅 = 678
(2∗.)

∗ 100%                                                         (5) 

 
Where: NOZ is Coefficients number in the desired zonal shape used as LPF filter and  n * m  
is size of the image. 

9 Experiments Results 

One image is tested by the proposed analyzed algorithm and shown in Fig. 2 (a). Some 
experiments results for encrypted image using analysed different algorithms are shown in Fig. 
(b-d). The reconstructed image and contour extraction at the receiver using proposed 
algorithms are shown in Fig. 3 (related results are in Table I).  

 
                 (a)                               (b)                               (c)                                 (d) 
 
Figure 2: (a) Original image, (b) Encrypted image using Walsh-LWT-RSA-Arnold, (d) 
Encrypted image using DCT-LWT-RSA-Arnold, and (e) Encrypted image using PHL-LWT-
RSA-Arnold 
 

 
        (a)                                        (b)                                        (c)  

 
                            (d)                                     (e)                                       (f) 
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Figure 3: Image reconstruction and contour extraction from image reconstruction (a, b) Using 
LWT-RSA-Arnold, (c, d) Using DCT-RSA-Arnold, and (e, f) Using PHL-RSA-Arnold 
 

Table 1: Summary of formatting requirement for the conference papers 

Method Contours Points Retained Energy 
ER [%] 

Compression 
Ratio [%] 

Consumed Time 
(s) 

Walsh-LWT-RSA-Arnold 3890 76.4060 75.0061 1.1250 
DCT-LWT-RSA-Arnold 4298 83.6425 75.0000 0.4375 
PHL-LWT-RSA-Arnold 4041 84.1257 88.5391 0.3750 

 

The steps experiments results for encrypted image using Walsh-LWT-RSA-Arnold are shown 
in Fig. 4 for Brain image. The steps experiments results for encrypted image using DCT-LWT-
RSA-Arnold & Walsh-LWT-RSA-Arnold are shown in Fig. 5 & Fig.6 respectively for Hand 
image.  
 
 

            
                       (a)                                            (b)                                             (c) 
 
 

 
                       (d)                                             (e)                                          (f)  
 
Figure 4: Using Walsh-LWT-RSA-Arnold: (a) Original image, (b) Image compression 
(CR=75.0061% and retained energy ER=76.4060% (c) Encrypted Image before Arnold, (d) 
Encrypted image after Arnold, (f) Image reconstruction at the receiver,  and (g) Contour 
extraction using Canny detector (3890  Pixels) 
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Figure 5: Results of Hand Image using DCT transform (the consumed time is 0.3125 

Seconds)   
 

   

  
Figure 6: Results of Hand Image using Fast Walsh transform (the consumed time is 3.5320 

Seconds)   
 

From the Table I, we were able to know which of the proposed algorithms are the best in 
accuracy, compression ratio, and quality value of the image in the case of LPF, and we found 
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that the best one is by using PHL transform; where the value of compression ratio is the higher 
(88.5391 %); and with higher retained energy (84.1257 %); with lower consumed time.  

10 Conclusions 

Contour extraction from compressed encrypted medical images by RSA algorithm and Arnold 
transform can be obtained using this analysed method. Different efficient fast algorithms such 
Walsh, DCT, and PHL transforms are used for compression purpose. We implemented this 
technique using Image Processing Toolbox in MATLABR2016. In our experiments, we have 
investigated the trade-off between consumed time of the reconstructed contour image and 
number of contour points. Different quality measures were used to assess the quality of the 
proposed method. The results show that for a compressed medical image at 88.5391%, the 
total retained energy is saved by 84.1257% using PHL transform if compared with a Walsh 
and DCT transforms. In addition to that the PHL transform is the fastest one and exceeds to 
14.2857% and 66.6667% than DCT and Walsh transforms respectively. However the contour 
points performed by DCT is the largest compared with other transforms.  
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